Epileptic seizure detection in EEGs signals based on the weighted visibility graph entropy.
Epileptic seizure detection has been a complex task for both researchers and specialist in that the assessment of epilepsy is difficult because, electroencephalogram (EEG) signals are chaotic and non-stationary. This paper proposes a new method based on weighted visibility graph entropy (WVGE) to identify seizure from EEG signals. Single channel EEG signals are mapped onto the WVGs and WVGEs are calculated from these WVGs. Then some features are extracted of WVGEs and given to classifiers to investigate the performance of these features to classify the brain signals into three groups of normal (healthy), seizure free (interictal) and during a seizure (ictal) groups. Four popular classifiers namely Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Decision tree (DT) and, Naïve Bayes (NB) are used in this work. Experimental results show that the proposed method can classify normal, ictal and interictal groups with a high accuracy of 97%. This high accuracy index, which is obtained using just three features, is higher than those obtained by several previous works in which more nonlinear features were employed. Also, our method is fast and easy and may be helpful in different applications of automatic seizure detection such as online epileptic seizure detection.